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HE existence of a world-wide movement against the abuse of in- 
Variously manifested, it has 

It absorbs more human 
energy than is devoted to any other form of social betterment. But 
the driving power of the movement is not so easy to  discover, for i t  is 
not everywhere hitched up to  the same kind of motor. Nor can i t  be 
said to  be given a uniform direction. Consciousness of the menace from 
an unchecked abuse of drink gave the movement its first impulse. Alarm 
from the same cause still furnishes propelling force, but that  by itself 
would be insufficient. In  its best expression the movement does not so 
much signify dread because of conditions becoming worse as a keen sense 
of responsibility for the common welfare. Its growing strength in the 
countries where the greatest progress has been made in the direction of 
sobriety confirms this. 

Extremists will of course continue to  declaim about a world growing 
drunker and drunker. It is a convenient argument in whipping up a 
flagging interest in their panacea-universal prohibition-in spite of 
damaging and almost hopeless admission involved, that  the unremitting 
labor of years for temperance has largely been unproductive. But the 
backbone of the movement is not calamity howling; therefore i t  is not 
necessary to  support i t  by marshalling evidence about comparative con- 
ditions of sobriety or inebriety. In  passing it may be said, however, 
that the gaps of ignorance about the situation are so great that  even one 
endowed with a competent sense of fact finds hard and fast conclusions 
barred on all sides. And by uncritically accepting current statements 
about the consumption of alcohol as portraying actual abuse, one can 
“prove” the impossible. Thus it might be shown that  the notably 
sober countries of Europe, such as Spain, Portugal, Italy and Greece, 
are really the most drunken, since, forsooth, their per capita consump- 
tion, translated into terms of pure alcohol, tops that of nearly all others. 

1 See also articles by Mr. Koren on “The International Committee for the Scientific 
Study of the Alcohol Question,” Vol. 11, page 275, and “The Status of Liquor License 
Legislation, ” VoI. 11, page 629. 

2 Mr. Koren was an expert for the Committee of Fifty of which Dr. Charles W. Eliot, 
James C. Carter, the first president of the National Municipal League, and Seth Low 
were among the moving spirits. He is now secretary of the American section of the 
InternationaICommittee forthescientific Study of the AIcoholQuestion, and a member of 
the National Municipal League’s committee on the municipal liquor problem.-EDrToR- 

toxicating liquors is a patent fact. 
made its way into all civilized lands. T 
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Take another example. Recent press dispatches picture Russia as par 
excellence a land of sots; and they may tell the truth although the fine 
hand of the politician is plainly visible in them. Yet the latest official 
returns for European Russia indicate a per capita consumption of spirits 
considerably below that of Denmark, Germany, the Netherlands, Austria- 
Hungary and Argentina, not to  mention France. I n  brief, the  available 
means of gauging relative conditions in respect t o  the use of alcohol, are 
very faulty and inadequate; so much so that  the International Statistical 
Institute has recently thought it necessary to  establish a commission 
to  study the subject and devise improved methods of presentation. 

Meanwhile, it is not material to  this discussion whether certain abso- 
lutists reason without the facts or on the basis of manufactured evidence. 
At all events, the world-movement against the drink abuse does not 
need to  be bolstered up by exaggerations. Its paramount strength comes 
from the spreading conviction that  the abuse of drink is a menace which 
must be counteracted, a conviction springing from a clearer perception 
of social duty and not necessarily associated with any belief in patented 
methods by which such duty alone can be discharged. 

A keen realization of the drink evil is quite compatible with the view 
that persistent if slow progress is being made in counteracting it. One 
must be an incorrigible pessimist or a professional agitator t o  deny tha t  
the liquor problem has reached a vastly better status than it occupied 
some generations ago. To all others it is tolerably plain that  the forces 
of education, improved social customs, the new demands of industrial 
organization, the better understanding of health questions, no longer 
permit us to condone an attitude toward the drink question which for- 
merly passed unchallenged. Among other evidence on this point may 
be cited the present position of the trade, a t  least in this country, which 
no longer is one of aggression but of constructive defence, carrying with 
i t  an admission of a need of vigorous and clean control of an “inherently 
dangerous traffic.” 

The implication is by no means that  we should leave well enough alone. 
Only a superficial optimist can find contentment with present conditions. 
The question what should be done for continued improvement is still 
pertinent, but over i t  those who should work together for the same end 
are split asunder. In  European countries, the weight of the temperance 
movement is directed against abuse, chiefly by the aid of legislative and 
,educational expedients; and coupled with it is a live personal abstinence 
-agitation. There are well- 
defined groups of prohibitionists in many lands. But their demand for 
the ultimate extinction of the manufacture and sale of drink has not 
blinded them to the usefulness of restrictive and regulative measures. 
They  may be found patiently helping their governments to  formulate 
:such messures, realizing that  true progress is but  gained by successive 

To be sure, an  extreme wing is not wanting. 
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steps. They still acknowledge that  the many-sided liquor problem re- 
quires study, and that  in dealing with it one must be guided by reason 
and not blindly follow sentiment. 

In  the United States, those who would be the exclusive leaders in tem- 
perance work seem to have passed beyond the study stage. To them i t  
must sound like an echo from a by-gone day that  a well-known tem- 
perance organization in Russia recently offered a prize of ten thousand 
,dollars for the best draft of a law to  govern the liquor traffic. They 
deny that  there can be any other road to  public sobriety than the straight 
path of prohibition. Those who think and dare to  say tha t  i t  does not 
lead to  a millennium are commonly stigmatized as the spokesmen of evil 
and in league with every anti-social force. Efforts a t  scientific inquiry 
of any phase of the liquor question are more or less suspected. Instead we 
are asked to accept ready-made dicta without questioning their worth. 
I n  plain truth, the direction of the anti-alcohol movement in the United 
States appears to have fallen largely into the hands of a professional group 
of advocates who cannot afford to  bide by an  appeal to  reason. This 
unsugared statement does not carry with i t  any disparagement of the 
thousands who follow them from convictions and unmixed motives, much 
less a denial of the undoubted benefits from the temperance movement 
i n  its purer forms which has been indispensable to  progress. 

This world-movement has, broadly speaking, had a double purpose : 
(1) to persuade the individual to  embrace temperance or abstinence; and 
(2) t o  stop the excesses of an uncontrolled or ill-regulated and heedless 
trade. That  as a part result the public attitude toward the abuse of 
drink has been profoundly and favorably modified in this country one 
may affirm without fear of contradiction, leaving aside the question of 
the  complex forces that  have influenced it. Likewise i t  is undisputed that  
the  trade, as represented by its leading elements, no longer countenances 
its old-time attitude, for it admits the need of house-cleaning and is bound 
to  undertake it. The right of a community to  o, free choice between 
licensing and forbidding the sale of intoxicants, it acknowledges. Strin- 
gent control, which i t  once fought, is now recognized as its safety. That  
the days of the village and cross-roads grog-shop are gone never tore- 
turn, it concedes openly. I n  short, i t  is no longer the aggressive, defiant 
trade of former days, and not to  trace this change of front t o  temperance 
work reinforced by a more enlightened public opinion is to  deny the ob- 
vious. Nothing that  has been said implies contentment with the present 
status of the trade. One can acknowledge its improvement without 
,experiencing satisfaction with things as they are. 

To  the essence of the temperance movement we owe large and lasting 
benefits; but it does not follow that  one must laud its present-day excres- 
cence. 

The movement has undergone momentous changes in this country. 
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Moral suasion as a means of betterment seems to  have been relegated 
to  the background. The old line prohibition party, which more or less 
exemplified it, has become a negligible factor. It has been replaced by 
an agency which knows no political party so long as i t  can use any for its 
own end. Its creed is coercion rather than persuasion, and its strength lies 
in its ability to  make capital out of political cowardice. Much, perhaps 
most, of the recent prohibition legislation might properly bear this legend: 
“Enacted under political pressure, not from conviction.” The situation 
is so palpable that one need not be asked to  furnish proof. But just 
because of their political aspects one grows skeptical about the extent of‘ 
many alleged victories for temperance, for in a question affecting public 
morality majorities won under political compulsion do not count: As an 
impartial observer of American conditions has recently said: “Even 
when the vote shows a majority to be in favor of prohibition legislation, 
one cannot from the size of the majority draw a decisive conclusion 
in regard to  the numbers of voters who are truly adherents of prohibition. 
As for that, these may actually be in the minority. I n  the American 
prohibition states i t  has repeatedly been shown that  numbers of persons 
who vote for prohibition do not.do so because they are personally con-. 
vinced of its expediency and are willing to  contribute personally to  its 
enforcement, but from ulterior motives. They vote for these laws partly 
that  they in return may gain the support of prohibitionists in election 
to  local offices or as members of the legislature. Partly, they desire to  
get the prohibitionist vote in seeking one of the other positions which in 
the state are filled by popular elections and which may bring economic 
advantage or satisfy one’s ambition. And when these persons have 
attained the places for which they have striven, one observes that  they 
in part personally transgress the law that  they have helped to  forcethrough, 
in part close their eyes to  the violation by others and are not concerned 
about counteracting it,  as by their votes they did not intend to  court 
bother or make enemies.” He then points t o  the great extent t o  which 
“politics has entered into the special prohibition cause as well as into 
the abstinence cause generally,” and adds: (‘When prohibition is 
given a place on a party machine program there is, if it is carriedthrough, 
still less guarantee that  the rank and file of the party will live up to  it or 
will exert itself t o  get i t  enforced, than when the individual citizen binds 
himself t o  vote for it. For as remarked, i t  will be a long time before 
the general public will regard the transgression of a liquor law as equiva- 
lent to a crime.”S 

The radical defect of the prohibitionist movement as a t  present engi- 
neered is the devious political methods employed. There is a sordid 

Some Principal Traits of the Alcohol Legislation and Its Enforcement in the United: 
States, by Dr. A. Hoht, professor of Sanitation, University of Norway. 
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trading for votes to  carry a moral issue. That  conviction must underlie 
the votes in order to  make them effective has ceased to  be accepted. 
Superficially, the method of votes a t  any price seems effective. Men 
are easily made cowards by threats of political annihilation or of social 
ostracism. The barter of conviction for place or favor belongs to  the 
shadowside of popular government. Yet it is deliberately fostered by 
persons who undertake to speak in the name of lofty morality, for the 
history of recent prohibition contests fairly reeks of a method of bidding 
for votes that in its essence is just as reprehensible as a money bribe. 
That  the thing may be done by indirection does not palliate it. So long 
as the fear or baser motives of voters are traded upon in order that they 
may give the lie t o  their convictions a tyranny is exercised which has no 
defence. But it has long since come to  pass that open boast is made of 
coercion to  gain the kind of legislation which inevitably spells failure 
unless supported by an overwhelming public opinion. 

And now we are called upon to witness a new application of political 
coercion for the purpose of regulating personal conduct. Congress has 
been petitioned to  submit for ratification a constitutional amendment 
forbidding the manufacture and saleof intoxicants throughout the country. 
To  become part of our fundamental law the proposed amendment must 
be accepted by thirty-six out of the forty-eight states. But the hostile 
attitude toward prohibition of the most important urban centres is well 
known. They cannot be won by persuasion, therefore must be coerced. 
The scheme is so simple that RO one can be blind to  its meaning. 

The end to  which the temperance movement in the United States is 
now being perverted has long been foreshadowed. For years the peri- 
odical accounts of the “gains” for prohibition have almost exclusively 
dealt with the extent of the territory made “dry”  and the proportion 
of the general population living within it, but have been significantly 
silent about the successes attending enforcement. This substitution of 
issues has a distinct purpose. The alleged rapid expansion of “dry”  
territory is paraded as evidence of an irresistible demand for nation-wide 
prohibition. Hence, when the petitioners recently made their plea for a 
constitutional amendment, they did not base i t  upon the blessings of 
prohibition as now exemplified, but upon the numbers living within areas 
from which the liquor traffic has legally been excluded as indicating be- 
yond doubt that a majority of the population already favor such an  
amendment. 

It is really a challenge to one’s intelligence when one is asked to  com- 
pare the number of square miles covered, respectively, by  “dry”  and 
“wet” territory as proof of gains for prohibition. Yet reputable maga- 
zines and newspapers have of late helped to  perpetuate the absurdity. 
As if i t  mattered that barren wastes, forest and mountain land and thinly 
settled agricultural districts, which never supported a saloon, have been 
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added to the prohibition area! And anyone can easily compute that in a 
license state without local prohibition the surface of the districts from 
which drink-selling is excluded through self-operative causes must ex- 
ceed that of the places in which the traffic finds a footing. Nor can one 
accept a t  its face value the claim that  “ fifty-five per cent” of our popula- 
tion now live in “dry” territory for it is subject to  so many radical quali- 
fications, aside from the fact that  the figures named are often open to  
doubts. At present only about 15,00OJ0O0 people in the United. States 
out of the 91,000,000 (census of 1910) live under state-wide prohibition 
laws, and even of these a goodly proportion dwell on the borders of li- 
cense states and need but cross an imaginary line to  obtain drink. Thus 
the great bulk of the population said to  typify an anti-saloon sentiment 
lives under local prohibition laws. But  here again it is found that untold 
numbers have their habitat in “ dry” districts conveniently near license 
places with every opportunity to  make use of what they offer. Take 
a familiar example: The no-license cities and towns suburban to  Boston 
(license) and geographically a part of it, contain about 400,000 inhabitants 
who have the amplest access to liquor supplies and can only be said to, 
live under prohibition in a technical sense. Like conditions prevail 
throughout this commonwealth and are exemplified elsewhere in a mul- 
titude of places nominally under local prohibition. That  they have 
outlawed the saloon doubtless signifies an enmity toward this institution, 
but i t  must not be confounded with a full-blown enthusiasm for national 
prohibition since the condition upon which they remain “dry” is that 
handy-by places keep “wet.” Under the circumstances i t  is rather 
meaningless to take gross percentages of the population in license states. 
that live under local prohibition as actually showing the numbers which 
are x a d e  to  feel the effects of sumptuary legislation and would welcome 
its general application. 

Moreover, it is venturesome for purposes of convincing argument to 
omit all reference to  the numerical strength both in state-wide and local 
prohibition territory of the minority. It is a matter of history that 
Maine after generations of experience succeeded in saving its constitu- 
tional prohibition only by a handful of electors. It is a matter of history 
that  local prohibition is often enacted by insignificant majorities that  are 
easily overturned. It is a matter of demonstrable fact that majorities 
apparently favorable to  local prohibition would oppose state, RS well as 
national, prohibition. ru’evertheless, we are solemnly asked to  accept 
the statement about the fifty-five per cent of population living in I‘  dry” 
territory as proving that a majority of the people would welcome national 
prohibition. 

One finds other cogent reasons for believing that  many of the alleged 
millions of temperance people and embryonic national prohibitionists 
are but phantoms, useful only to  apostles of a fictitious sentiment. There 
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are the ominous figures of the production and consumption of liquor- 
which of recent years have shown an unmistakable steady upward trend. 
No trick of explanation can harmonize this fact with the extravagant 
claims about the increasing multitudes that are seeking the blessings of 
prohibition. Rather one is led to  question the usefulness of laws which 
do not even have the primitive result of keeping consumption a t  a uni- 
form level, not to  say of reducing it. To take refuge in the argument 
that people living under license are responsible for the growing use of in- 
toxicants is arrant nonsense, for it would argue an amount of localized 
over-indulgence contrary to all known experience. The growth of the 
production and consumption of liquor is a very proper reason for advo- 
cating remedial measures, but the opposite of proof that prohibition 
throughout a vast area is an actuality. It is probably on this ground 
that the question of enforcement is studiously kept in the background 
by those who contend for that constitutional amendment. Yet before 
the final step is taken one must demand an esemplification of prohibition 
thoroughly enforced on a largc scale. Here is an ugly chapter in the 
temperance movement. One is reluctant, however, to  thresh over the 
old straws which have been turned so many times and always with the 
result of discovering rottenness underneath. The situation may be 
summed up by saying that all outside, impartial and trained investigators 
have reached the conclusion which the Swedish Medical Society in its 
profound study, entitled Alcohol and Society, puts tersely, by saying that 
prohibition in the United States has only existed in name. Even ardent 
friends of the prohibition idea abroad find that  we have not provided them 
with a model, but rather with a deterrent example. 

As an  extenuating explanation i t  is. said tha t  the effects of local and 
state prohibition are more or less neutralized by the access to  imports 
from license places, and that the real cause of the apparent failures of 
enforcement would disappear under a country-wide law. It is a specious 
plea for i t  ignores the fundamental reason underlying violations-lack of 
popular desire to  have prohibition enforced, or, to  put i t  differently, pop- 
ular refusal to  place transgressions of this law on par with other crimes. 

Then there is the final reply that  even unenforced prohibition is better 
than any form of the legalized traffic, for there must be no compromise 
with evil. Is the question 
then not of abating an admitted evil, but of salving one’s conscience by 
subscribing to an academic dictum that it shall no longer exist? Small 
wonder that this line of reasoning has led present day leaders of the tem- 
perance movement to  treat so lightly the festering ills that flow directly 
from the wilful, persistent and concerted violation of fundamental as 
well as statutory laws. This is the fatal cancer that  gnaws a t  the vitals. 
of a righteous cause as i t  is now directed. 

It is a tough morsel for the moral digestion. 
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Nevertheless, we are bidden to  court the far graver dangers of attempt- 
ing national prohibition. The complication of conditions sure to  arise 
from i t  fairly staggers the imagination. One can pass quickly over some 
of the more obvious. It would be exceedingly awkward, while of course 
feasible, to  find the hundreds of millions of new revenue to  offset the 
inevitable losses. But one cannot so easily dispose of the far-reaching 
economic disturbances inevitably following upon the destruction of a 
business representing in its various branches a capital far exceeding a 
billion dollars and which is a factor in agriculture, manufacture, trans- 
portation, etc. Since economic laws know no distinction of persons, 
the blow would fall upon the just and unjust alike. 

But such considerations, the prospect of international difficulties 
over tariffs, etc., are to  be reckoned as naught against the consequences 
from an irrepressible illegal sale of intoxicants. Let us look straight a t  
some of thc elements that  would enter into the situation and foretell 
not of probabilities but certainties. There is the demand for stimulants 
which no legislation affects; there is the ease and trivial cost of pro- 
ducing alcohol; and the universal desire to make easy money. Combine 
the three, add to it the undisguised hostility to  prohibition of all great 
centers of population and, indeed, of whole states, and we have an op- 
position which no method of policing can overcome. The watchful eye 
and impartial hand of the federal government would be withdrawn from 
the struggle. Having no longer any interest in revenue, it would not 
search the length and breadth of the land for illicit manufacture. Pre- 
sumably, it would watch importations, if not attempt the necessary 
patrolling of the whole coast and borders. The restraint now exercised 
by a trade jealous of the traffic carried on by persons who pay no tax 
would disappear. Enforcement would be left a t  the most important 
points in the hands of officials unfriendly to law and acting for a popu- 
lation out of sympathy with it. What is now known the world over as 
the “shame of Maine”-the synonym for debauchment of law and order, 
the toleration of violation of law for the sake of political gain-woula 
become the general stigma of our country. Against these verities we 
must balance the possibility of a diminished abuse of drink. Vain an- 
ticipation! There is to  be no embargo on manufacture for home or 
personal use, nor could there be. One might, therefore, reasonably 
expect conditions parallel to  those of Sweden in the last century when 
home distillation was legalized, resulting in an  amount of drunkenness, 
the like of which history scarcely records. The unquenchable desire for 
stimulants will be met by a supply of the most destructive alcoholic 
preparations, since the lighter substitutes will be difficult to  obtain, and 
no device known to human ingenuity could check it. 
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Such, in briefest outline, is the prospect we are told to  welcome or be 
forced to  accept through political coercion. As before, every effort will 
be bent to  make the issue one solely between the extreme leaders of the 
temperance movement and the liquor trade, without any opportunity 
to  let those be heard who are just as eager as the  former to  promote 
sobriety, but who still would reckon with facts and poor human nature. 
As a t  present staged, one can picture a contest over national prohibition 
between two factions. On one side the advocates, constituting a wide- 
spread, thoroughly organized, well-endowed body which is officered by 
professional spokesmen of no particular political faith, who have forsaken 
all belief in persuasion and clamor for the strong arm of the law of an- 
nihilation. And on the other side the trade and allied interests fighting 
for their own and matching the maneuvers of their opponents step by step. 

As in so many battles waged throughout individual states over the 
prohibition question, the great public is not likely to  be greatly moved 
over a national contest. The attitude of most is likely to  be that of 
bored indifference which is not simply to  be regarded as apathy, but as 
evidence of B conviction that the game is so played as to  shut out the 
general public from participation. There may be semblances of white- 
hot zeal for universal sobriety, and doubtless many are touched by it; 
but i t  usually cools quickly as if i t  had been artificially stimulated. 
What creates this indifference is largely that, instead of fostering a free 
expression of opinion, deliberate effort is made t o  thwart it. Then, too, the 
cloven hoof of those who don the temperance garb simply to stalk political 
game is usually so plainly visible. The occasion lends itself beautifully 
t o  play upon moral as well as political cowardice with the common effect 
of relegating a great part of the public to  a passive role. Those who 
are vitally concerned about the drink evil but would seek to  eradicate 
i t  by successive steps, and not by an empty fiat of law, usually get buf- 
fetings from both sides; by the extremists for favoring evil and by the 
trade for efforts to  curtail its interests. But one can afford to  risk both 
in a good cause. 

We are asked, almost commanded, to  abide by the assumption that 
the liquor problem has been thoroughly explored in all its depths. Even 
i f  it were true, the acceptance of the proposed universal solution by no 
means follows. Unfortunately, the final authoritative word on the 
subject of alcohol remains to  be spoken, whatever special pleaders may 
assert tokhe contrary. The evils connected with the abuse of drink are 
plain, yet we cannot uncover the chain of causation to  its uttermost 
link. Science still halts before the fundamental question, Why do men 
become alcoholists? Therefore i t  cannot pin its faith on a legislative 
“thou shalt not” as a sovereign cure for ailments that  may be rooted 
in the constitutional peculiarity of the individual, and of which alcoholism 

4 
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may simply be a symptom. How far drink is the active originating cause 
of physical and mental disorder is still to  be determined, and the knowl- 
edge thus far gained does not point to  a remedy applicable en masse. 

Until recently the fatuous notion prevailed that  drunkenness could 
be successfully dealt with by invoking the penal code. Now we demand 
a diagnosis of the individual case, recognizing that  a complexity of 
causes may underlie the trouble. How, then, can we be content with 
pure assumption when facing the infinitely more obscure and complex 
social disorders in which liquor appears to  play such a prominent part? 
To catalogue all of them as chiefly of alcoholic origin is so much easier; 
i t  fits in with the seeming simplicity of the one remedy advocated. But 
the truth must be insisted upon. The substitution of mere assertion for 
fact yields a dangerous guide to  action. As in the case of the individual 
so in that  of society generally, an accurate diagnosis must precede the 
application of a specific, lest we injure where we would heal. I n  short, 
patient inquiry must still be the order of the day, beginning with the 
alcoholist himself. 

The confident belief that the pathology of the alcohol situation is but 
imperfectly understood does not imply that  all constructive eff 01% must 
wait upon scientific investigations. The fight against the drink evil 
must go on, and many tried and still useful weapons wherewith to  wage 
i t  are a t  hand. Moral suasion continues to  be available and is a greater 
force in the world than coercion. Education and the amelioration of 
social customs are now as ever powerful adjuncts t o  right living. But  
education must be founded upon truth and not upon a counterfeit or 
upon pure fiction invented for purposes of propaganda. Finally, weak 
human nature can be shielded from temptation by  rational progressive 
control of the liquor traffic. Apparently, efforts in this direction are not 
even welcomed by extremists who with a curious perversion of logic 
express an absolute faith in legal restraint raised to  the nth power, but 
scornfully deny the efficacy of any lesser restraint. It is begging the 
question to  say that our restrictive legislation has been a total failure, 
for i t  has not been rational nor progressive. True, i t  is exceedingly 
prolific, but i t  evidences a search for varieties rather than for central 
principles; each state seems to  want its special brand of laws. The in- 
vention of legal irritants has been mistaken for the discovery of elements 
that make for stable control. The whole fabric of liquor laws is of the 
haphazard order, from the pivotal question of the authorities who should 
grant privileges to sell and their power of control, down to the most 
trivial detail. The experiments may appear numerous, but are for the 
greater part revivals of timeworn expedients. 

This backward condition of our liquor legislation is easily accounted 
for. I ts  key-note has always been repression and penalties regardless 
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of whether they could be enforced. Progressive measures have been 
blocked not solely by the trade but by persons most inimical to it, whose 
theory is that  the worse the status of the trade becomes the sooner i t  
will be abolished. Therefore they look askance a t  such practical means 
of promoting sobriety as that of taxing intoxicants according to  their 
alcoholic strength and in every way favoring the substitution of the 
least intoxicating beverages. 

It is a commonplace to  refer the shortcomings of liquor laws to  the  
political meddling of the liquor trade. That  it has displayed a pernicious 
activity in this respect no one can deny, but it is a fair question whether 
we may not attribute this largely to  our method of handling the whole 
situation. The question of liquor selling is still a rare factor in the 
politics of prohibition states where the question of obedience or disobe- 
dience to  the laws is a constant issue in elections. The same spectacle 
may be observed not only where restrictive laws far outstrip public 
opinion which is needed to  give them force, but where all effort to  demolish 
the liquor traffic is directed through political channels. The bane of 
the situation is that  instead of eliminating the saloon from politics we 
are perforce keeping i t  in politics. Take as an example the notorious 
perversion of the local option principle when so applied to  counties tha t  
an important urban population, against the express desire of the majority, 
is forced to  accept the dictates of a rural population which is little affected 
by the outcome. The middle western states furnish numerous examples 
of local option merely as a device for gaining large political units in the  
interests of eventual state prohibition. Naturally, under such circum- 
stances, the trade meets political tactics in kind. 

The lawlessness of the saloon, and its brazen use of politics, where not 
under careful restraint, is an old story and an inevitable concomitant 
of raw social conditions. On the other hand, it cannot be gainsaid, the 
liquor traffic gradually ceases t o  trouble politics when placed under dis- 
criminating and thoroughly enforced control; in other words, where the 
best system of legislation has been developed. Then, too, the recog- 
nized spokesmen for the liquor interests realize full well that  their future 
security lies in obedience to  law, and not in achieving freedom from 
restraint through devious political methods. The elements that have 
not yet learned this lesson must be made to  do so. 

Those who dread the prospect of unbridled indulgence in drink no less 
than the spectacle of whole states in open rebellion against law and 
Order, cannot afford to sit idly by and let the liquor question be fought. 
out by the absolutists on one side and trade interests on the other. It, 
is for them to build on facts, not on unalloyed theory, relying upon whole- 
some influences as more productive of sobriety than the prohibitive 
letter of the law. Not least among such influences is sane, progressive 
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legislation. Apparently this cannot be worked out in conjunction with 
the present day leaders of the temperance movement in this country. 
The greater the pity! But it is a curious reflection upon prevailing 
conditions that, in the constructive work to be done, one can turn with 
greater confidence in their intelligent cooperation to some of the ad- 
vanced leaders of the traffic itself. 

The acceptance of the doctrine of force as the means of making men 
sober spells the despair of the temperance cause; its hope lies in efforts 
for gradual betterment through ethical forces and general enlightenment 
plus progressive restriction. 


